TELEX ASCEND ANR DELUXE HEADSET

Ascend is ideal for commercial pilots with diverse needs and discerning standards. A simple procedure allows you to change the connector, remove the boom, or add a battery. Ascend’s advanced noise reduction system specifically targets common cockpit noises, such as wind noise and aviation cooling fans. Improves upon the Active Noise Reduction in the popular ANR 500 & 850 models and the passive noise reduction of the Aireman 850. ANR power can be delivered without batteries through the mic plug, or with the convenient rechargeable battery module. Rechargeable long-lasting battery

Ascend with PJ Connectors.................................P/N 11-08533..............................$575.00
Ascend with XLR (Airbus type) Connectors........P/N 11-08574..............................$995.00
Accessories

Ascend Carrying Case.................................P/N 11-08564..............................$27.50
Ascend Temple Pad Pad.................................P/N 11-08565..............................$19.90
Ascend Filler Module.................................P/N 11-08566..............................$18.50
Ascend Audio Input Cable..........................P/N 11-08567..............................$32.99
Ascend International Power Adapter.............P/N 11-08568..............................$24.75
Ascend N. America Battery Charger..............P/N 11-08569..............................$75.85
Ascend Battery...........................................P/N 11-08570..............................$55.75
Ascend Headband Pad.................................P/N 11-08571..............................$14.50
Ascend Mic. Windscreed...............................P/N 11-08572..............................$8.85
Ascend Ear Cushion (pair)............................P/N 11-08573..............................$34.50

TELEX ECHelon 20 AVIATION HEADSET

Designed for students, new pilots, and those who need value-conscious, experienced flyers. Offers comfort, excellent hearing protection and value. Provides an impressive 20+ dB of passive noise protection and a top quality noise canceling electret microphone. A low-profile headband for even weight distribution plus patented ComfortCam™ technology, a three-click tension adjustment system for a custom fit. Special earpieces with foam ear-seals pivot two ways to conform to any wearer while detent slider adjusts the headband.

P/N 11-04564..............................................$189.00

TELEX ECHelon 25XT HEADSET

Includes Telex's innovative cell phone/MP3 adapter that allows you to attach both your cell phone and MP3 player at the same time. Features a plush, thick foam headband pad and newly designed, more comfortable ear cushions. Individual volume controls for each ear cup and a stereo/mono select switch. Impact-Resistant Headband Design. Flight Bag. Weight: 17.6 oz/386 grams P/N 11-04563..............................$329.00

TELEX STRATUS 30XT

Allows you to power the headset from the aircraft panel, standard alkaline batteries, or rechargeable batteries. A built-in battery charger that recharges when plugged into a wall socket, the aircraft’s panel power or even your car’s 12-volt power output. Ensures more than 50 hours of battery life. Telex’s patented ComfortCam™ to eliminate clamping. A unique headband construction that distributes weight evenly for a perfect fit, plus thick foam headband pad. Telex’s innovative cell phone/MP3 adapter which allows you to attach both your cell phone and MP3 player at the same time. Flight Bag. Weight: 14.2 oz/403 grams. Runs on 2 AA batteries 30XT headset.................................P/N 11-04561..............................$755.00
AC/DC 30XT Adapter.................................P/N 11-04576..............................$22.50

STRATUS™ 50-DIGITAL ANR HEADSET

Cuts noise 3 ways by providing 24dB passive attenuation for high frequency noise outside the ANR range, 15dB of analog ANR for noise reduction below 1000 Hz, and up to 50dB of digital tonal noise reduction. DSP (Digit Signal Processing) allows the Stratus to predict recurring cabin noise and AF microphones, shutting them off above 1000 Hz. DSP (Digit Signal Processing) allows the Stratus to predict recurring cabin noise and AF microphones, shutting them off above 1000 Hz.

P/N 11-05440.............................................$675.00

TELEX ASCEND 950 SINGLE-SIDED HEADSET

A featherweight headset which is the lightest in the industry (2.5 oz.). Special earpieces with foam ear-seals pivot two ways to conform to any wearer while detent slider adjusts the headband. Features an adjustable headband that allows you to quickly and easily control the fit. The electret microphone pivot arm pivots 310° and is capable of 360° rotation. Includes Telex’s patented ComfortCam™ technology that distributes weight evenly over the entire ear circumference with no pressure point. Earcup tension is adjustable for preferred balance between noise reduction and comfort. The electret mic is mounted on a fully adjustable and hinged boom. The AIR 950 replaces the D950 and E951 Telx headsets, and is collapsible for compact storage.

P/N 11-09440.............................................$281.95

TELEX AIRMAN 750 HEADSET

A featherweight headset which is the lightest in the industry (2.5 oz.). Features a miniature noise-canceling electret microphone that provides superior HD sound quality to ensure the clearest in-flight communication. Weighs less than 4 oz. Includes Telex’s patented ComfortCam™ technology that distributes weight evenly over the entire ear circumference with no pressure point. Earcup tension is adjustable for preferred balance between noise reduction and comfort. The electret mic is mounted on a fully adjustable and hinged boom. The AIR 750 replaces the D750 and E751 Telx headsets, and is collapsible for compact storage.

P/N 11-09440.............................................$259.00

TELEX PRO III 5X5 HEADSET

This headset from Telex features a single side soft ear tip receiver with superior noise cancelling amplifier. The electret microphone is fully adjustable for use on the right or left side. Order push-to-talk switch for aircraft not so equipped.

P/N 11-09660.............................................$225.00

TELEX AIRMAN ANR 850

Uses Active Noise Reduction technology to provide up to 12dB of noise attenuation ensuring the clearest in-flight communication. Weighs less than 5 oz. Combines “set and forget” volume control with new features eliminating interfering ambient noise. The AIRMAN ANR 850 combines up to 12dB of noise attenuation ensuring the clearest in-flight communication. Weighs less than 5 oz. Combines “set and forget” volume control with new features eliminating interfering ambient noise. The AIRMAN ANR 850 combines up to 12dB of noise attenuation ensuring the clearest in-flight communication. Weighs less than 5 oz. Combines “set and forget” volume control with new features eliminating interfering ambient noise.

P/N 11-01123.............................................$225.00

TELEX AIRMAN ANR 850


P/N 11-04562.............................................$482.00

TELEX HEADPHONES

TELEX AIRMAN760HEADPHONE®-A featherweight headphone unit designed for use with hand-held microphones. For long term comfort, an adjustable clothing clip removes the cord weight from the head of the user.

P/N 11-09300.............................................$93.75

TELEX ACCESSORIES

Windscreen (750,Pro IL,ANR500)..................P/N 11-01112..............................$8.50
Cushions (750,760,ANR500).......................P/N 11-01113..............................$3.99
Gel cushion-Full cushion headsets..............P/N 11-01114..............................$39.95
Windscreen-Full cushion headsets..............P/N 11-01115..............................$8.85
Foam Cushion - Full cushion headsets........P/N 11-01117..............................$23.50
Mic Muff for Dynamic/Condenser..............P/N HS036.1..............................$3.95
Air 3000/ ANR 4000/ Echelon 150..............P/N 11-04445..............................$40.00
ANR 500 Foam Ear Seals.........................P/N 11-04565..............................$29.50
ANR 3500 Gel Ear Seals.........................P/N 11-12529..............................$38.95
Air 3000/3100/3500 Foam Ear Cushions........P/N 11-12528..............................$21.95

TELEX STRATUS 30

The new Telex AIR 3100 is a lightweight head set (15 oz) which is extremely comfortable because of a unique headband knuckle design that distributes ear cushion pressure evenly over the entire ear circumference with no pressure point. Earcup tension is adjustable for preferred balance between noise reduction and comfort. The electret mic is mounted on a fully adjustable and hinged boom. The AIR 3100 replaces the D950 and E951 Telx headsets, and is collapsible for compact storage.

P/N 11-09440.............................................$281.95

TELEX AIRMAN 750 SINGLE-SIDED HEADSET

The Airman® 750SS is 25% lighter than the Airman® 750. Its effective weight (without the cord) is only 2.4 oz. Many pilots prefer the ergonomics of a single sided headset. It eliminates the need to pull off one of the earphones when listening to cockpit conversations.

P/N 11-01123.............................................$225.00

TELEX AIRMAN ANR 850

Uses Active Noise Reduction technology to provide up to 12dB of noise attenuation ensuring the clearest in-flight communication. Weighs less than 5 oz. Combines “set and forget” volume control with new features eliminating interfering ambient noise. The AIRMAN ANR 850 helps to reduce fatigue. The Telex Airman ANR 850 is unsurpassed in clarity, comfort and convenience.

P/N 11-01123.............................................$450.00

TELEX AIRMAN ANR 850 (Airbus Application)..................P/N 11-05464..............................$445.00

TELEX AIRMAN 750 LEATHER EAR SEALS..........................P/N 11-04432..............................$27.95

TELEX SPRUCe WEST

CORONA, CA • (877) 4-SPRUCE

TELEX SPRUCe EAST

PEACHTREE CITY, GA • (877) 477-7823